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technologies.Law of the
TropicsThe exact thermal
maximum of species’ is

constrained by the temperature at
which each side of a metabolically

active cell freezes to death.The
inverse relationship between

organism’s maximum temperature
and its mass, which has been

demonstrated as a general rule,
disappears with distance from the
poles, i.e. tropical organisms are
not as small as one would expect

for their higher body
temperatures. The Law of the
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Tropics — an exact thermal
maximum of species’ is

constrained by the temperature at
which each side of a metabolically
active cell freezes to death. This
simple law has been observed by

several researchers since the
middle of the last century, and it is
not difficult to explain. Since the
temperatures of tropical species
are much higher than those of
most of the temperate species
that share the same habitat,

tropical organisms would have to
decrease in size to match their
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body temperatures, and at the
same time increase their

metabolic rates to match those of
the temperate species’. This

double trade-off, however, would
lead to a considerable lowering of
the maximum possible speed at
which an organism could move,
since all the kinetic energy for
locomotion would have to be

spent to overcome the colder cells
that are in contact with its colder

body. The inverse relationship
between organism’s maximum

temperature and its mass, which
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has been demonstrated as a
general rule, disappears with
distance from the poles, i.e.

tropical organisms are not as
small as one would expect for

their higher body
temperatures.Media playback is

unsupported on your device Media
caption The BBC's Jonathan Head
reports from the Indian capital A
fresh earthquake has struck the
eastern Indian state of Bihar, the

latest in a long line of tremors that
began last Friday. The

5.5-magnitude quake, which shook
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the capital, Patna, occurred at
01:43 (23:43 GMT on Friday). It

was followed by at least two
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